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Sustainability is SustainabITALY
According to United Nations estimates, from now until 2050 more than two-thirds of the global 
population will live in cities. Even right now, 60% of total energy consumption and 70% of 
emissions are connected to “urban consumption”. That is why the quality of the constructed is one 
of the decisive factors in the struggle against climate change. Today authentically natural stone can 
be at the service of creating a low-environmental-impact urban ecosystem that is comfortable, 
durable, hospitable and beautiful.

In sustainable building and green building, natural stone plays a primary role as a material making 
it possible to create and design an authentic urban ecosystem of great environmental quality in 
which natural matrixes, semi-natural matrixes and human intervention can dialogue functionally 
and positively.

The main guarantees that natural stone offers are:

• Maximization of energy savings in building management: thanks to the different minerals they 
contain, using authentically natural stones can help reduce energy consumption for heating and 
cooling buildings, with a consequent reduction in CO2 emissions.
• Extension of existent buildings’ lifecycles: authentically natural stones are “eternal” if used in 
ways consonant with weather conditions and their performance characteristics and if given simple 
maintenance using modern methods of surface treatment and restoration. Their use makes it 
possible to preserve resources, conserve cultural assets and reduce waste.
• The ability to recoup/recycle at end-of-life: discards of authentically natural stone deriving from 
demolition and construction generate secondary raw materials of excellent quality and can be 
reused as ornamental coverings after simple surface treatment, to produce both aggregates and 
stabilizers for the building world.
• Respect for biodiversity: paving for pedestrian paths for open spaces and gardens made with 
natural stone can protect and create specific tracts of biodiversity. Utilizing stone for urban roofing 
guarantees high environmental quality.

With an international market comprising more than 140 countries, whose major buyers are the 
United States, Germany, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, France, the United Arab Emirates and 
China, the stone sector is an ideal testimonial to the synthesis of the Made in Italy, which concerns 
premium, world-renowned materials and the Italian way of working them, fruit of ancient traditions 
and the most advanced and innovative applied technology.

Sustainability is the new demand to which the entire sector of authentically natural stone is able 
respond and for this reason we are presenting Italy at ME Stones 2023 with the motto: 
Sustainability is Sustainab-ITALY!

Source: CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE Studies Center; The PNA I Pietra Naturale 
Autentica (Authentically Natural Stone) network
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ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that supports the 
business development of our companies 
abroad and promotes the attraction 
of foreign investment in Italy. With a 
motivated and modern organization and 
a widespread network of overseas offices, 
ITA provides information, assistance, 
consulting, promotion and training to Italian 
small and medium-sized businesses. 
Using the most modern multichannel 
promotion and communication tools, it 
acts to assert the excellence of Made in 
Italy in the world.

Register here: ice.it/en/my-home/login

Find Your Italian Partner

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY - ITA

OPEN DOORS TO WORLD 
OF OPPORTUNITIES

TRADE AND INVESTMENT

ITA - Dubai Office @ITADubai

@ITADubaiItalian Trade Agency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency supports the 
business development of Italian companies 
abroad, increases business opportunities,
improves the image of ‘Made in Italy’, 
promotes industrial collaboration and 
foreign investment in Italy. Find your Italian 
partner is a business directory with virtual 
showcases of Made in Italy companies. We 
offer you an overview of Italian businesses, 
including company profiles, products 
images and details, website, business 
proposals and contact information. Foreign 
companies or agent interested in Italian 
products or looking for partnership with 
Italian companies, can access the database 
with the profiles, searchable by sector or 
product, and find a business partner.
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CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE

The Italian MARMOMACCHINE Association - briefly, CONFINDUSTRIA 
MARMOMACCHINE - is the Italian Association of Producers and Processors of Marbles, 
Granites and Natural Stones in general, and of Manufacturers of Machinery, Complete 
Plants, Tools and Complementary Products to quarry and processing Natural Stones. 

The more than 350 companies and territorial consortia belonging to CONFINDUSTRIA 
MARMOMACCHINE, located in all the major Italian production districts, guarantee the 
association broad representation in Italy and worldwide, as well as a role as sole sector 
interlocutor with ministries, ITA-Italian Trade Agency, Confindustria, standardization boards 
like UNI and CEN, labor unions, universities and polytechnics, Italian and foreign federations 
and associations, Tradefairs in Italy and around the world.  

The association has always engaged in intense technical job training in Italy and abroad, 
organizing, managing and creating highly specialized educational programs and 
technological centers in various parts of the world, with the involvement of local 
governments, institutions and associations.

C.so Sempione, 30
20154- Milano
ITALY

info@assomarmomacchine.com
www.assomarmomacchine.com

@Assomarmomacchine Confindustria Marmomacchine

@marmomacchine @Marmomacchine
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ITALIAN NATURAL 
STONE
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ARVEX ITALSTYLE SRL

Arvex is an Italian company specializing in mosaic, tile 
and stone. We develop our collections for interiors and 
exteriors with the aim of finding the perfect combina-
tion of competitive prices and high-quality products, all 
in a unique style.

We cooperate with distributors and architects from all 
over the world, and also have a stock program stored in 
our Italian warehouse. Our team is focused on custom-
er satisfaction and attention to detail, leading to strong 
business relationships worldwide.

Our newest collections:

The terrazzo collection, made of 45 colors for which we 
have slabs in stock that can be cut into tiles. 

Bianco di Ostuni and Pietra leccese limestones.

The outdoor collection, made of double-layer pavers 
and several Italian marbles suitable for outdoor 
application.

Stand No. Rashid B207

Via Sterpettine, 43
61037- Mondolfo PU
ITALY
Tel: +39 0721959533

Massimo Manfredi
CEO 
Tel: +39 3203805279
arvex@arvex.it | www.arvexmosaic.com

 Terrazzo and
Stone Products

https://www.linkedin.com/company/arvex-italstyle-s.r.l./

@arvexmosaic@arvexmosaic @arvexmosaic
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BASALTINA SRL

Basaltina Srl is a 100% Italian company founded by Giuseppe 
Tecchi in 1925. The quarry located in Bagnoregio, in the heart 
of Italy, is one of the most important in the country. Here, we 
extract and work a natural lava stone, used since Roman 
times, and actually marketed worlwide with the registred 
trademark Basaltina®.

Our brand Basaltina® is synonymous of Made in Italy 
excellence, combining craftsmanship and industrial 
refinement. Internationally renowned architects and designers 
sign-off their projects using the products know by the brand 
Basaltina. The stone comes in two different types: Classico 
and Selcino. Basaltina® type Classico features unmistakable 
horizontal stratification, and is the symbol of elegance, 
Basaltina® type Selcino has random porosity, thus epitomizes 
the sleek minimalism of the modern world. 

Both types are sold in slabs and cut-to-size/ tiles with different 
sizes and finishes. Basaltina Srl has obtained national and 
international certifications on its products that prove its 
primary physical-mechanical features: resistance to both 
extremely high and extremely low temperatures and 
resistance to both compression and abrasion.

Stand No. Rashid A200

Via Andrea Sacchi, 31
00198- Roma (RM)
ITALY
Tel: +39 063338590

Mauro Vaccaro
Commercial Manager 

m.vaccaro@basaltina.it 
Tel: +39 3483615623
info@basaltina.it | www.basaltina.it

Stone Products

https://www.linkedin.com/company/basaltina/ @basaltina@basaltina_srl
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BAUCE BRUNO & C. SRL

Bauce Bruno & c. Stone Skirting & Luxury Details

Our focus is in skirtings, skirtings élite, tiles, 
moldings in marble and granite. Every great 
project is based on an original creative idea but it 
is attention to detail that makes it unique and 
special. 

Bauce Bruno’s twenty years of experience in the 
st one and luxury industry have been transformed 
today into production expertise that is able to 
satisfy even the most discerning demands of 
designers, contractors and end customers.

We can profile marble, granite and stone using 
custom made grinding wheels to create person-
alised solutions that can meet all requirements

Experience, competence, precision and punctual-
ity are our strengths.

Stand No. Rashid E203

Viale del Lavoro, 13
37010- Cavaion Veronese, Verona
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 6862420

Alessandro Bauce
Sales Manager

alessandro@baucebruno.com
Tel: +39 348 4771994
info@baucebruno.com | www.baucebruno.com

Stone Skirting

bauce.bruno@bauce.bruno
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BIANCO CAVE BY FATO STONE

Eighty years of experience, four generations of stone 
manufacturers, seven basins of extraction and two plants for 
the processing and transformation of the local top quality 
Italian Limestones:

• Lecce Limestone
• Grey Stone
• Ostuni White Stone
• Carparo
• Poggiardo Stone

The wide range of quality and chromatic tones of  our  raw  
materials  and  the innovative  concept  of  our  operative 
approach is the final result of the strategic and  industrial  
efforts  of our  Management, also  thanks  to  the  great  
attention  in  the most modern quarrying technologies and to 
our  R&D Department focused on the constant development 
and control  of the excellence of our products.

From our quarries large blocks of stone are extracted, thanks 
to the professionalism of our specialized team of diggers, 
supported by the most modern equipment: all the materials 
extracted are transformed and processed to create the    most 
impressive kinds    of architectural design, construction or 
interior design satisfying the most sophisticated architectural 
needs.

Stand No. Rashid C206

Via Vore, 1
73020- Melpignano (LE)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0836 47 1227

biancocave@biancocave.it | www.biancocave.it

@biancocave

 Premium quality
 Italian marble Producer

GIOVANNI DE GIORGI
Company Owner

fatostone@gmail.com 
Tel: +39 328 612 4908
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BRACHOT SRL

Brachot is a leading specialist in natural stone and blended 
materials, offering landscape and surface materials. Brachot 
developed from a wholesaler in natural stone slabs to an 
international player with quarries, production sites and 
distribution centres in various countries, like in Italy amongst 
others. Brachot’s own range is complemented by products 
from renowned international quarries and suppliers.

Cameleon, a Brachot Family Member, is the South African 
manufacturer of building and monumental granite slabs with a 
range of products to suite every requirement. 
We have our own Nari Black quarry and a state-of-the-art 
production site from which we export blocks and slabs 
worldwide.

Larvik Granite, a Brachot Family Member, is one of the 
youngest and most successful quarry owners in Norway. 
Situated in the towns of Larvik and Egersund, our main 
products are from the Larvikite range,  also known as 
Labrador. Larvik Granite fully owns 6 quarries where different 
colours of the world-famous natural stone Labradorite are 
quarried: Blue Pearl, Emerald Pearl, Blue Antique and Silver 
Pearl. 

Stand No. Rashid D201

Via Paganella 79 
37020- Dolcé (VR) Fraz. Volargne
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 683 34 44

info.italy@brachot.com | www.brachot.com/it/cameleon

https://www.linkedin.com/company/brachotfamily/?originalSubdomain=be

@brachotfamily Brachot Cameleon Granite Larvik Granite 

CAMELEON: NARI BLACK 
QUARRY (SOUTH-AFRICA)
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DOMOS SRL

INSPIRED BY STONE. DRIVEN BY 
DESIGN.

Based in Verona Italy, in the heart of the 
Valpantena region, we are a true Italian 
reality.

The group carries out all phases of the 
production process directly, from the selec-
tion of the blocks to the finishing of each 
single piece. 

Domos Design develops and implements 
marble, natural stone and agglomerates 
projects.

Domos supplies the distribution with tiles 
and mosaic too.

Stand No. Rashid D191

Via Domenico Da Lugo, N. 19
37023- GREZZANA (VERONA) 
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 8801029 

Daniele Dal Corso
Commercial Manager 

daniele.dalcorso@marmobon.it
Tel: +39 334 6012002
domos@domosdesign.it  | www.domosdesign.it 

Stone Products

Domos Srl @domos.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/domos-srl/
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ELITE STONE GROUP

Elite Stone Group is an Italian ultra-luxury natural stone brand specialized in 
extraction and production of high-quality stone coming from the own quarries as 
well from the most exclusive quarries in Italy and all over the world. The main focus 
of the group is raw material production from blocks to slabs, while unique high-end 
projects are developed and produced by ES Atelier. 

The uniqueness of ES Group consists in specialization in high-end product and 
internal full circle of production - from the quarry to slabs, cut-to-size, stone 
engineering and installation of marble for luxury sector, all rigorously made in Italy 
by our skilled specialists while our rigid control system assures to our clientele 
guaranteed top quality of product marked ES.

Over the years ES Group has established itself as reliable and high-quality partner 
for many VIP projects all over the world and today is synonym of ultra-luxury, 
natural stone beauty and reference point for evaluation of stone. In fact, only in 
warehouses of ES you can find the most beautiful qualities of exclusive stone.

Our production takes place entirely in Italy and represents the combination of the 
Group's know-how and expertise in stone production, the use of the best 
avant-garde processing techniques on the market and the savoir-faire of Italian 
marble craftsmen, treated accordingly to the best Italian art.

Es group consists of three branches that cover different services: 

• Elite Stone - slab division, the largest collection of white Italian marble, 
exotic onyxes, and unique colored marbles;

• ES Atelier, our high-end project and contract division based in Italy.
• ES group recently opened its own showroom in Dubai, calling it with the 

name of its best seller - Calacatta Marble. The showroom contains most 
beautiful collection of Italian marble entirely produced by ES in Italy and 
today is the unique direct Italian marble producer with its own slabs 
showroom in UAE.

Stand No. Rashid B193

Via Passo di Napoleone, 244
37020- Volargne di Dolcè, Verona (IT)
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 6862898

info@elitestone.it | www.elitestone.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/elite-stone-s.r.l./

Elite Stone@elitestone_italy Elite Stone 

 Premium quality
 Italian marble Producer

Elite Stone Group
Italian Headquarters 
Tel: +045 6862898

@elitestoneSrl
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ELITE STONE - CALACATTA MARBLE

Calacatta Marble company belonging to ES Group is the first and 
unique Italian Marble showroom opened in Dubai directly by Italian 
producer. Named after most popular and most desirable marble among 
all of them our Dubai company contains all the collection  of italian 
luxury marble.

Located in JAFZA, near Jebel Ali Port, there is a new warehouse and 
showroom with a large collection of our exclusively Italian-made luxury 
slabs, including our finest white marbles, colored marbles and onyxes 
which can be viewed and purchased directly from us at Italian prices.

The quality of the services and of the materials offered is the common 
thread of all the branches of the Elite Stone Group. 

At Calacatta Marble you will find a staff with great experience and 
passion for natural stone, always in contact with the Verona headquar-
ters. The Italian and UAE warehouses are shared in line so any 
material can be purchased from anywhere in the world.

Our service is completed by the relationship with ES Atelier, even from 
Dubai the most exclusive projects can be commissioned and will be 
managed by our team of Italian geologists, engineers, surveyors and 
architects.

Stand No. Rashid B191

Plot No. S 10132
Jebel Ali South Free Zone, Dubai
UAE
Tel: +971 4 2340855

www.elitestone.noooserver.com/showrooms/dubai/ | www.elitestone.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/elite-stone-s.r.l./

Elite Stone@es_calacatta Elite Stone 

 Premium quality
 Italian marble Producer

ES Group - Calacatta Marble
Dubai Branch

info@calacattawhitemarble.com
Tel: +971 4 2340855

@elitestoneSrl
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G.B. BASALTITE SRL

G.B. Basaltite S.r.l. (set up in 2000 - Certified ISO 
9001 / 14001+ OHSAS 18001) is the only compa-
ny extracting Basaltite® Natural Stone from its 
own quarry at Bolsena (Central Italy).

Basaltite® is a platinum-grey Lavastone with 
uniform tonality and excellent Technical charac-
teristics, chosen worldwide by Architect Studios 
for Internal or External application.

Blocks are quarried from banks with diamond 
wire, the Maximum Slab’s Dimension is 320 x 
200 cm. 

GB Basaltite S.r.l. factory, equipped with high 
technology brand new machines, is able to satisfy 
the most complex customer’s request.

The production includes everything from the 
random slab to finished Cut To Size.

Stand No. Rashid D206

LOC. POLINARDA SNC
01023- BOLSENA (VT)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0761 798393

Pierangelo Umena
Commercial Export Manager 

basaltite@basaltite.it
Tel: +39 348 9300135
basaltite@basaltite.it | www.basaltite.it

Stone Products
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GDA MARMI E GRANITI SRL

GDA Marmi is in the world of the stone industry 
since more than 50 years, with its peculiar 
characteristics that are crucial for its growth and 
development, constant professionalism, the 
highest reliability at all levels of production, the 
technological innovation and continuous upgrad-
ing of the manufacturing techniques and exclusiv-
ity of their materials. Strong bases that draw the 
profile of a company always tied to the history, 
tradition and culture of the stone. 

GDA Marmi owns “MADIELLE” quarry, that is one 
of the most important quarry for extension and  
size. From the different sides of the quarry can be 
extracted: White Carrara Venato, White Carrara 
Venatino, Statuarietto, Arabescato M., Statuario 
M and Bardiglio. 

Thanks to the high result of chemical-physics 
features GDA material are suitable for great 
project and publics works.

Stand No. Rashid B206

Via San Colombano, 12 
54100- Massa
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585 834268

info@gdamarmi.com | www.gdamarmi.com

@gdamarmiegraniti

 STONE: WHITE
CARRARA MARBLE

Marco de Angelis – CEO
info@gdamarmi.com
Tel: +39 0585 834268
Antonio Di Maria – Sales Director
antonio@gdamarmi.com
Tel: +39  345 7179298
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GAMMASTONE SRL

Gammastone is a leader in the design and 
production of integrated panels for façade 
systems. Creativity and excellence are the 
qualities that distinguish us, stemming from our 
50 years of experience in the sector and our 
tireless dedication to creating high-performance 
products. 

Architectural firms from around the world have 
chosen our solutions for their quality, versatility, 
and reliability. 

Our products are based on the use of patented 
and innovative technologies with fully automated 
robotic production within a 12,000 square meter 
manufacturing facility. Here, we handle every 
phase internally, right up to the final assembly of 
the panel in the cell.

This approach ensures a complete, certified, and 
high-quality turnkey service. We begin with 
design, providing 360° assistance, and continue 
through production to on-site installation.

Stand No. Rashid D207

Via Flaminia, 148
00068- Rignano Flaminio (RM)
ITALY
Tel: 07615051

info@gammastone.com | www.gammastone.com

@gammastone_air

Stone
Products

https://www.linkedin.com/company/gammastonesrl/
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GRANULATI ZANDOBBIO SPA

L'ALTRA PIETRA is the most complete and 
exclusive high thick sintered stone brand, in 
real full body or color body suitable for any 
kind of outdoor solution. 

The material is drive-over, frost-resistant, 
antislip and easy to clean. It boasts different 
colors and sizes, with an aesthetic rendering 
extremely faithful to natural stone: veins, 
imperfections, colors and everything else 
contributes to recreating the beauty and 
elegance of the most appreciated stone.

Stand No. Rashid A204

Via Europa, 38
24060- Bolgare (BG) 
ITALY
Tel: +39 3409645938

 alberto.sottocornola@granulati.it | www.sinteredstone.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/granulati-zandobbio/

@granulati_zandobbio Granulati Zandobbio @GranulatiZandobbio
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IMER SRL

IMERCREA®  stone line is an engineered cement 
based limestone, extracted directly from South Italy 
quarries.  IMERCREA®  stone line is the perfect 
combination between the natural material’s intrinsic 
beauty with the physical and mechanical properties of 
an engineered stone that only our cutting-edge technol-
ogy can offer.

It is a line of stone products having a high-level and 
enhanced performance thanks to its:
 
• Low water absorption
• Homogeneous coloring and consistency
• Definable mechanical properties
 
Thanks to the high quality of our products, we are proud 
to have successfully provided government and royal 
projects such as “Ministry of Interior General Adminis-
tration Building in Abu Dhabi”, and “Zabeel Palace for 
His Highness Sheik Mohammed Bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum”.

Stand No. Rashid C207

Zona Industriale
73024- Maglie (LE)
ITALY
Tel: 0836/423507

@Imercrea_Italy

Stone
Products

IMER srl 

Matteo Sticchi
Export Manager 
 
matteo@imercrea.it  
Tel: +39 3889064924
info@imercrea.it | www.imercrea.it
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LAPIS MARMI SRL

We are leading company in the marble 
industry, engaged in manufacturing, 
processing and marketing of precious 
marbles from older generations.

Stand No. Rashid E192

SP COMISO – CHIARAMONTE KM. 1,850
97013- COMISO (RG) 
ITALY
Tel: +39 0932 965110

@lapis_marmi 

Stone
Products

laspismarmi

Rosario Salerno
Owner
 
rosario.lapis@gmail.com  
Tel: +39 3385427684
www.lapismarmi.com
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LAPIS VITAE SRL

Lapis Vitae Srl, is a great new reality in the stone 
sector, which blends the experience and materi-
als of two established industries such as Traverti-
no Toscano and Quercoliaie Rinascente, 
allowing these historical realities to take a defini-
tive step towards the future. 

Offering every type of product, slabs, blocks and 
projects of all sorts, it will allow anyone who wants 
to take advantage of its famous products, from the 
Travertino Toscano Silver or Becagli, to the 
Pietra dei Medici to the Travertino Bianco di 
Rapolano to the Travertino Classico Romano e 
Toscano to draw from their own quarries of 
property to perform from the smallest jewel to the 
great projects that remain in history. 

With the ability to manage large volumes and 
even the smallest and most elaborate projects, it 
places itself in the hands of architects and profes-
sionals to satisfy every desire of its customers.

Stand No. Rashid F206

Via della Stazione, n. 31 
53040- Fraz. Serre di Rapolano Terme, Siena
ITALY
Tel: +39 0577704043 | +39 3388551452

@lapis_vitae_srl

 Lapideo , escavazione e
trasformazione del Travertino

https://www.linkedin.com/company/lapisvitae-srl/

Francesco Strigelli
francescostrigelli@travertinotoscano.it | www.lapis-vitae.com
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MARCOLINI MARMI SPA

Historical company well known for its 
knowledge, professionalism and passion.

Production Made in Italy with finest collection 
of Marble, Granite, Quartzite, Onyx, 
Travertine, Limestone.

An astonishing collection available in slabs, 
tiles, cut-to-sizes with multiple choices for 
hospitality and residential solutions. 

Stand No.Rashid E207

Via Carrara, 24
37023- Grezzana (VR) 
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 8650150

@marcolinimarmi

marcolini@marcolini.it | www.marcolinimarmi.com

Stone
Products

Giulio Damini
Commercial Manager 
 
giulio@marcolini.it  
Tel: +39 3791275750
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MARINI MARMI SRL

Marini Marmi was founded in 1897 by Giuseppe 
Marini. Headquarter, factory, “Ceppo di Gré®”and 
“Nuvolato di Gré” quarry are located in Castro on Lake 
Iseo. Since 1993 the cultivation is run underground. 

In the past few years, we have received important 
international architectural awards, including “World 
Building of the year 2008” for Bocconi University, a 
project By the Grafton Architects

From our quarry we extract, process two exclusive 
natural stones, Ceppo di Gré® and Nuvolato di Gré. 

Ceppo di Gré® is a Monogenic dolomitic Breccia 
employed for both interior and exterior project. It can be 
used for interior, exterior, urban design and interior 
design. Ceppo di Gré® is frost and weathering 
resistant. In the texture honed is also certified anti-slip. 

Nuvolato di Gré, for interior design, is a “Breccia 
dolomitica”, veined and brecciated, with a very fine 
gray grain in light and dark shades with white calcite 
veining.

Stand No. Rashid E201

Via GRE’, 1
24063- CASTRO-BERGAMO
ITALY
Tel: +39 035 980033

info@marinimarmi.com | www.marinimarmi.com

 Natural
Stone Products

Luisa Folatti
Sales department 
 
sales@marinimarmi.com
Tel: +39 035980033

https://www.linkedin.com/company/marini-marmi-s-r-l-

@marinimarmi @marinimarmi
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MARMERIA ITALIANA SRL

Natural beauty is our raw material.

More than thirty-five years of experience select-
ing, choosing, and transforming marble and 
natural stone would be nothing without the heart 
that animates our passion for craftsmanship and 
well-made products.

We are a group of marble professionals whose 
work concept is to put the most precious element 
in the world at the centre of every project, always: 
the beauty of natural stone.

Our passion for this ancient work is renewed 
every day: a work which is handed down from 
generation to generation and is to be taken every-
where: from our land to the cities, the homes and 
the hearts of all the people who choose us.

Stand No. Rashid F192

Via Passo della Volpe, 110
54033- Carrara (MS)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585 856501

info@marmeriaitaliana.com | www.marmeriaitaliana.com

Stone projects
slabs tiles and blocks

https://www.linkedin.com/company/marmeria-italiana/@marmeriaitaliana marmeriaitalianacarrara

Geronimo Madrigali – CEO (Italy)
g.madrigali@marmeriaitaliana.com
Tel: +39 335 607 3479

Emanuele Palladini – Partner (UAE)
e.palladini@marmeriaitaliana.com
Tel: +971 58 593 0225
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MARMI GHIRARDI
Stand No. Rashid B200

Ghirardi is Italy's first and only stone contractor 
specialising in high-profile natural stone projects.

Thanks to the integrated system of skills, profes-
sionalism and problem-solving ability developed 
over the years (the company has been in 
business since 1938 and is led by the third gener-
ation of entrepreneurs), Marmi Ghirardi is able to 
create high-profile architectural and artistic 
projects in natural stone at every stage. 

In addition to design consultancy and executive 
planning, the company has developed the G1938 
- Italian Stone Maestro brand, which interprets 
Italian style in terms of elegance and quality of 
materials and aims to position Ghirardi in a 
precise market segment, that of high-end, very 
high value luxury.

Via Santa Croce, 94
25013- Carpenedolo (BS)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0309966011

info@ghirardi.it | www.ghirardi.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ghirardi-italian-stone-contractor/@ghirardistone

Sales & Business

sales@ghirardi.it 
Tel: +39 3496212175

 Natural stone
 contractor
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MARMO ELITE

Marmo Elite is an Italian company specialized in luxury 
stones, such as Brazilian Blue Sodalite, Onyxes, White 
Italian Marbles and Quartzites. 

For more than 30 years Gian Luca Budri, founder and 
CEO of the company has been travelling around the 
world looking for new materials and establishing strong 
relationships with quarry owners. 

For this reason, we love to call ourselves Beauty 
Hunters. Now you can appreciate all these natural 
beauties in our showroom in Domegliara – Verona, 
where more than 100 materials are showcased. 

Thanks to our HD photo-scanner you can also have a 
complete outlook of the slabs available from home, 
checking our website. Moreover, we are specialized in 
manufacturing lightweight stone panels, combining 
thin marble slabs with lighter supports, such as 
aluminum honeycomb or polypropylene. 

Stand No. Rashid C201+ C203

Via Adige, 94
37105- Domegliara
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 6861116

info@marmoelite.com | www.marmoelite.com

Marbles and Onyxes

https://www.linkedin.com/company/marmoelite/

@marmoelite

Simone Giaretta
Sales Manager

s.giaretta@marmoelite.com
Tel: +39 3456856942



MGI - MARMI E GRANITI D’ITALIA

Innovation, craftsmanship and eco-sustainability: these keywords 
define MGI, a solid Italian company group that has reached the brilliant 
threshold of 75 years among the leaders in the Italian stone industry. 

A long history that led MGI to be qualified as a solid entrepreneurial 
reality specialized in the worldwide supply of the best materials for 
high-end interior design projects.

Through the years MGI has acquired several quarries and today is 
quarry owner for a top-range of exclusive italian marbles:

• Statuario Caldia® 
• Calacatta Caldia® 
• Cal’dor® 
• Bianco Carrara Lapys Grey® 
• Perlato Sicilia Cofano® 
• Riviera Beige® 
• Botticino Classico® 
• Verde Issorie®. 

The direct selection of the raw material at the source ensures large 
quantities and high quality, two crucial issues for large-scale projects. 
MGI Group performs all phases of marble processing, from the 
extraction to the finished product, according to the ISO protocols and 
with a careful eye toward the environmental impact.

Stand No. Rashid B202

Via Aurelia Ovest, 271
54100- Massa (IT)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585 831921

info@marmiegraniti.it | www.marmiegraniti.it

Stone Supplier

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mgigroup-italian-marble-since-1948/

@mgigroup.italian.marble mgigroup.italian.marble

Luca Figari
SALES AND MARKETING DIRECTOR

l.figari@marmiegraniti.it
Tel: +39 335 393595

@mgigroup.italian.marble

30
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PETREA SRL

PETREA SRL quarries, produces and commercialises 
the Luserna Stone (Pietra di Luserna).

Our Stone is a grey Gneiss who comes from the 
western Italian Alpes. Well know for its versatile 
function, Luserna stone is an incredible resistant stone 
that can face salt, freeze and sun. As demonstration of 
its unicity there is the fact it has been chosen among 
hundred of stone for the Abu Dhabi Louvre exterior 
paving, where Salt, Sea and thermal excursion tests 
any material.

Luserna stone has also a wide range of finishing and 
usage.It can be splitted and used as a grey porphyr for 
making paving, wall blocks or very rustical tiles.

Or it can be sawn, and then flamed or brushed. To be 
used for cut to size, tiles or ventilated facades. Super 
resistant and super modern, due to its uniform grey: the 
resistance of granite with a sandstone aspect.

Stand No. Rashid E191

Via Cavallotta, 10
12032- BARGE
ITALY
Tel: +39 3383283425

www.petreapietre.it

Luserna Stone

Paolo Ribotta 

ribotta@petreapietre.it
Tel: +39 0121 03 16 13

@petreapietre Petrea Srl @petreapietre
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PORFIDI SRL

Porfidi S.r.l. is renowned for being a 
cutting-edge leader in the production and 
sale of Italian, Mexican, and Patagonian 
porphyry all over the world. 

Our main goal is to create a comfortable and 
traditional living space combining the beauty 
of natural stones with contemporary design 
features. 

We supply our natural stones for public 
paving and claddings, as well as for the 
realization of private dwellings, poolsides, 
gardens and parks, design objects and deco-
rative elements overall.

Stand No. Rashid F190

Via del Borgolet, 36
38040- Fornace (TN)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0461 857511

info@porfidi-online.com | www.porfidi-online.com 

Porphyry stone products 

Nicolò Stenico
General Manager 

nicolo@porfidi-online.com
Tel: +39 3406282210

@porfidisrl Porfidi Srl https://www.linkedin.com/company/porfidisrl/
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QUEMA SRL

Farsetti Group is proud to introduce itself as one of the 
leading players in the  market of marble and onyx 
exportations. Originated in 1968 thanks to Mr Farsetti 
Enzo,  the business activity has been subsequently 
extended with the establishment of the firms Quema srl 
and Oriental Marmi srl. 

Today, Farsetti Group, is synonimous of quality, 
accuracy   and reliability. With over 5 decades of 
operations backed by the highest quality manufactur-
ing and extreme competence, together with technolo-
gy, we cater to the needs of leading customers 
worldwide. The Company is operating in two branches 
located in Pietrasanta and Massa Carrara, a famous 
area  of precious marbles. 

Thanks to an excellent quality of manufacture and sale 
of products, Farsetti Group is apprecciated both in 
national and  international market, by customers and 
suppliers for its reliability, efficiency and courtesy.

Stand No. Rashid D202

VIA AURELIA NORD 201, LOC.115
55045- PIETRASANTA (LUCCA)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0584 799135

quema@quema.it | www.quema.it

ONYX AND MARBLE 
PRODUCTS

Roberto Zic
Sales Responsable

marmipregiati@quema.it
Tel: +39 335396221
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ROGIMA MARMI SRL

The Frediani family started operating since the thirties, 
with grandfather Ernesto, in stone field.

In the sixties second generation started the first labora-
tory in Villalba di Guidonia and then moved to Tivoli. In 
the nineties brothers Gilberto and Mauro took over the 
laboratory in Tivoli, buying latest generation machines 
and choosing skilled workers, succeeded in increasing 
and improving family business.

Activity is carried on inside two laboratories, one for 
stone slabs working, as hammering, sandblasting, 
polishing, smoothing, brushing, cement or putty or 
resins both transparent and coloured grouting, on one’s 
own account as well as for the account of a third part, 
and the second one for production of finished products: 
floors, coatings, thresholds, covers, bathroom tops or 
kitchen floors, solid works, engravings, inlays, frames.

We commercializes blocks and slabs of any kind of 
stone material.

Stand No. Rashid F202

Via Maremmana Inferiore Km 1.900
00019- Tivoli, ROMA
ITALY
Tel: +39 0774 534433

info@rogimamarmi.com | www.rogimamarmi.com

Stone 
Products

Gilberto Frediani
Export Manager

gilberto@rogimamarmi.com
Tel: +39 3487337305

www.linkedin.com/in/rogimamarmi-tivoli-rome-italy

@rogimamarmi rogima marmi @rogimamarmi
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SANTUCCI GRANITI SRL

Santucci Group is in the stone market from more 
than 60 years supplying cut to size Stone.

Floors, elevation walls, vanity tops, kitchen tops, 
stairs, facade supplied by Santucci Group are 
present in highest level building all over the world

The company with other branch is selling slabs of 
the best marbles from Carrara (and Italy) and 
world top granites.

Stand No. Rashid E197

VIA PIAVE, 32
54033- CARRARA - MS
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585 840227

www.santucci.it

Stone
Products

Marco Dazzi
Genaral Manager

marco@santucci.it
Tel: +39 370 3370233

@santucci_group @GruppoSantucci
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SILVESTRI MARMI

Silvestri Marmi was born in the early 2000s, in Carrara, 
close to the marble quarries of the Apuan Alps of 
Massa-Carrara. It is a young company but by no means 
inexperienced. Thanks to the constant commitment of 
its founder Davide Silvestri and his collaborators in 
Italy and abroad, it is able to satisfy market demands all 
over the world.

The company deals with the transformation and sale of 
various materials, Marble, Stone, Granite, Travertine 
and Onyx, starting from testing them directly from the 
quarries, and following the entire manufacturing 
process up to the finished product. The customer is 
constantly updated on the various processing phases.

Silvestri Marmi manages to guarantee a very high level 
of quality, both for the selection of materials, the 
logistics service, the speed of preparation as well as 
the shipping of goods.

We can create any type of public or private project, both 
with the use of local marble and with the use of various 
types of exotic materials.

Stand No. Rashid F196

V.LE G.Galilei, 36
54033 CARRARA (MS)
ITALY

info@silvestrimarmi.it | www.silvestrimarmi.it

Merble Quarries
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STOCCHERO ATTILIO E C. SRL

Stocchero Attilio e C. S.R.L. has been a well-established 
company as slabs manufacturer in the Italian marble industry, 
with the purpose to continue to invest in researching 
innovative processes.

The company was born in 1983 by the founder Stocchero 
Attilio. From that moment begins the gradual and continuous 
growth of the company.

In the 2000s, the North European, German and United States 
markets expanded making necessary to invest in new 
machinery and equipment.

In just two years, from 2015 to 2017, the dream of building two 
salons dedicated entirely to the display of slabs is realized, 
bringing to light STONE LIVE 1 and STONE LIVE 2, spaces 
where the customer can admire all the products.

In recent years the company has pioneered investments in 
Industry 4.0 with innovative machinery which allow it to 
process about 1,100,000 MQ of slabs annually and effectively 
satisfy an increasingly demanding market.

Stand No. Rashid C194

Viale dell’Industria 84
37020- Volargne, Verona
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 7731900

stocchero@stoccheroattilio.it | www.stoccheroattilio.com/en/

Stone
Products

Davide Chesini
Commercial Manager
davide@stoccheroattilio.it
Tel: +39 3479897754
Riccardo Pietropoli
Commercial Manager
riccardo@stoccheroattilio.it
Tel: +39 3492390117

@stoccheroattilio Stocchero Attilio e C. srl



TRE EMME IMPORT-EXPORT SRL

Landi Group, located in the southern Carrara 
area, was founded in 1947. Our aim of exporting 
Italian marbles exclusively known from the 
Carrara mining area such as Calacatta, Statuario, 
White Carrara, Bardiglio, as well as Spanish and 
North African marbles and many other marble and 
granites from all over the world has become not 
only our priority, but our passion. 

There’s a lot of work behind beauty.

Our family (Landi’s family) has a rooted tradition 
in the marble business since the beginning of 
past century when the first quarry opened in 
1904.

Stand No. Rashid E206

Via Dorsale, 15
54100- MASSA
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585 248553

treemme@treemmesrl.eu | wwwlandimarble.COM

Marble and 
stone products

Massimo Landi

@landi_group Landigroup&Treemme

38
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ABRA IRIDE SPA

Since 35 years Abra Iride has been a 
reference in the stone sector for the quality of 
its polishing abrasives and for the range of 
solutions we can provide to meet any 
customer’s demands, whatever is the kind of 
stone that needs to be processed; marble, 
granite, any kind of natural or engineered 
stone.

Our R&D department is daily upgrading our 
products in order to face the new challenges 
the market poses to us and our network of 
Area Managers, agents and distributors will 
continue to give our famous, unparalleled 
technical and commercial assistance as 
they’ve always been doing since Abra Iride 
was born.

Stand No. Rashid C200

Via Ermenegildo Minato, 28
31039- RIESE PIO X (Treviso)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 453737

info@abrairide.com | www.abrairide.it

Stone Products Abrasives 
for working marble, 
granite and quartz.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/abra-iride-s.r.l./

@abra_iride_spa

Andrea Bruzzo Carraro
Area Manager

carraro@abrairide.com 
Tel: +39 335 6050356

AbraIrideSpa
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BENETTI MACCHINE SPA

Benetti Macchine SpA is one of the main leaders 
in the production of machines for marble and 
stone extraction. 

Born in 1926, The Brand constantly thrives to 
reach the highest quality standards and the most 
innovative solutions and its mission remains the 
one to create ultimate solutions for customers by 
meeting and satisfying all kind of requirements 
and expectations. 

During the last years, Benetti Macchine has 
worked intensively in the design and realization 
of more effective and innovative chain saw 
machines, in expanding its production capacity 
with a new plant of 1,000 square meters and, last 
but not least, in strengthening its Benetti 
Macchine Service (the overall activities concern-
ing assistance, support and after-sale services). 

Stand No. Rashid D200

Via Provinciale Nazzano, 20
54033- Carrara (Massa Carrara)
ITALY
Tel: 0585 844347

benetti@benettimacchine.it | www.benettimacchine.it

 Machineries for marble
and stone extraction

https://www.linkedin.com/company/benetti-macchine-s.p.a./

@benettimacchine1926

Samantha Montesarchio
Marketing Department

s.montesarchio@benettimacchine.it
Tel: 0585 844 347
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BOART & WIRE SRL

BOART & WIRE is a worldwide leader in manu-
facturing and marketing of diamond wires, discs 
and blades. The company was established in Italy 
in 2005 and within few years, it has been able to 
interpret the needs of the stone industry, thanks 
largely to the significant investment in innovative 
research and development. The fast growing and 
the opening of new production branches and 
sales offices all over the world have proved that it 
was worth the effort.

Over the years,  BOART & WIRE  has been 
focusing on the development of new technical 
and technological solutions; it has supplied all the 
support in terms of customer service, as well as 
continuous and innovative business proposals. 
All these factors have allowed the company to 
respond in real time to the constant stone sector 
evolution. 

Besides the headquarter located in Italy, BOART 
& WIRE  has three branches located in Brazil, 
India and Taiwan.

Stand No. Rashid F204

Via Aastico, 40
36030- FARA VICENTINO (Vicenza)
ITALY
Tel: 04457144139

info@boartitaly.com | www.boartandwire.com

 Diamond wires, diamond
discs, diamond blades

MONIA FARINA

monia.farina@boartitaly.com 
Tel: 04451744139

https://www.linkedin.com/company/boart-&-wire-s.r.l./

@boartandwire Boart & Wire Srl @boartwires.r.l.9969
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DDCHEM SRL

In the vast landscape of chemical R&D, one company 
has consistently stood out for its commitment to 
innovation, quality and sustainability - ddchem Srl. 

Founded in 2003 by the vision of Mr. Dino Sprea, 
Chairman, ddchem has grown to become a leading 
player in the global chemical industry. The company's 
mission has always been to explore cutting-edge 
scientific advancements and leverage them to develop 
new chemical solutions that address the world's most 
pressing challenges. ddchem Srl boasts a diverse 
product portfolio, to support a wide range of industries, 
from the Marble & Stone market to the CASE one. 

We are leader in the production of formulated epoxy 
systems with a wide range of formulated epoxy resins 
and epoxy hardnerers. ddchem Srl has expanded its 
presence across the globe, establishing a network of 
partnerships in various countries, and exporting 70% of 
its production worldwide, thank also to its Brazilian 
sister company Nebrax, Vitoria, State of Espirito Santo.

Stand No. Rashid D193

Via Crear, 15
37050- OPPEANO (Verona)
ITALY

http://www.ddchem.it

Production of hardeners and 
epoxy resin for marble, 

stone and C.A.S.E. Industry

Michela Tognella

michela.tognella@ddchem.it 
Tel: +39 0456985000

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ddchem/

@ddchem_srl @ddchemit @ddchem9881
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DONATONI MACCHINE SRL

Originally founded in 1959, Donatoni Macchine 
now has well over 50 years’ experience in the 
manufacture of cutting-edge technologies for 
the processing of marble and natural stone. 

Its products, the reliability and expertise of its 
staff, the close relationship built with its 
customers and its specialist servicing have 
made Donatoni a recognized brand, synony-
mous with quality, service and innovation. 
Donatoni Macchine is a young and dynamic 
company, oriented towards continuous innova-
tion and improvement.

All the machines already installed throughout 
the world are the result of a relentless commit-
ment over the years which still continues today 
with the latest generation.

Stand No. Rashid E196

Via Napoleone, 14 - FRAZ. DOMEGLIARA
37015- VERONA (Verona)
ITALY
Tel: +39 04546862548

info@donatonimacchine.eu | www.donatonigroup.com

 Cutting and processing
CNC machines for stone

Simon Dan

s.dan@donatonimacchine.eu
Tel: +39 3450936260

https://www.linkedin.com/company/donatoni-macchine-s-r-l/

@donatonigroup Donatoni Macchine @DonatoniMacchine
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FRACCAROLI & BALZAN SPA

FRACCAROLI & BALZAN S.p.A., 
World-Wide leader in Waste Water Treat-
ment and Slurry Dewatering Plants - FILTER-
PRESSES, since 1969.

The Company mission is to develop new and 
sophisticated technologies for the treatment 
and recycling of the waste water from indus-
trial processing, for slurry dewatering and 
disposal by filter press

Research, innovation, reliability, dynamism, 
dedication to customers: these are the quali-
ties which brought Fraccaroli e Balzan S.p.A. 
during its more than 50 years of activity, to 
the leading position in the field of waste 
water treatment facilities.

Stand No. Rashid B201

Via Ospedaletto, 113
37026- PESCANTINA (Verona)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0456767309

commerciale@fraccarolibalzan.it | www.fraccarolibalzan.it

Water Technology, 
Waste Water Treatment 

and Slurry Dewatering Plants 
- Filterpresses 

Federico Fraccaroli

federico.fraccaroli@fraccarolibalzan.it 
Tel: +39 0456767309

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fraccaroli-e-balzan-s-p-a-/?originalSubdomain=it

@fraccaroliebalzan Fraccaroli e Balzan S.p.A. @FraccaroliBalzan
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HG HYPER GRINDER SRL

Hg Hyper Grinder produces in Italy a complete 
and performing range of floor grinding machines. 

HG floor grinders are available in different sizes 
and versions depending on the needs. We offer 
the widest range of floor grinders and the most 
advanced technology in the market. 

Our floor grinding machines are the result of over 
30 years of experience, they are robust, reliable 
and suitable for all surfaces and conditions. The 
machines are high performing and effective for 
both preparation and polishing of all floor surfac-
es. 

In combination with HYPERVAK dust extractors 
and diamond tools, we offer a complete system 
that ensures that the work is carried out with the 
best outcome and less time.

Stand No. Rashid E200

Via Ragazzi del ’99, 7 
65123- PESCARA (Pescara)
ITALY
Tel: +39 085 9218160

admin@hypergrinder.com | www.hypergrinder.com

Floor grinding and polish 
machines and tools. 

Monica D'orazio
Tel: +39 393 181 7267

https://www.linkedin.com/company/hghypergrinder/

@hg_hyper_grinder HyperGrinder @hypergrinder1986
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ILPA ADESIVI SRL

Ilpa Adesivi was founded in early 80’s as a family 
company producing mastic for marble. The 
company is focused to produce its big range of 
chemical products dedicated to the stone market 
such as: mastics, polishing waxes, resins, 
protecting, waterproof and much more. 

All our products are tested in our chemical labora-
toris before to release on the market. We custom-
ize every needs to our customers even for the 
third parties production. 

Our products are sold all over the world from 40 
years and one of our importart features is our high 
quality and high results. 

Our famous brands are: Jolly, Extralux, Brillo, 
Drai, Extrawax and many more. Come to visit us 
to discover our last product release.

Stand No. Rashid B205

Via Gaetano Ferorelli Z I, 4
70132- BARI (Bari)
ITALY
Tel: +39 335 5901216

segreteria@ilpa.it | www.ilpaadesivi.com

Chemical products for stone

Sergio D'Angelo

se.dangelo@ilpa.it 
Tel: 392016206

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilpaadesivi/

@ilpaadesivi @ilpaadesivi @ilpaadesivi
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ITALDIAMANT SPA

Since 1976 Italdiamant S.p.A. has been on the cutting 
edge, literally, of the production of diamond tools for all 
processing of natural stone, marble, granite, 
engineered stone, ceramic and porcelain gres.

Italdiamant exports more than 80% of the production 
worldwide and provide a high level of “on-site” service 
and maintenance through branches and sales offices in 
Europe, the United States, Asia and the Middle East.

Italdiamant takes care of the  transportation  and 
installation  of all products, and check their operation 
ensuring immediate operation.

Italdiamant values:

• Continuous research activity
• Technological innovation
• Respect for the environment
• High degree of customization
• Staff experience
• Quality of products
• Production Made in Italy

Stand No. Rashid C204

Via Montello, 34
36034- MALO (Vicenza)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 580755

info@italdiamant.com | www.italdiamant.com

Diamond Tools

Marco Meggiorin

mmeggiorin@italdiamant.com
Tel: +39 0445 580755

https://www.linkedin.com/company/italdiamant-spa/

@italdiamant @italdiamant @Italdiamant
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MAPASTONE SRL

Mapastone is the italian company that 
invented the Mapascan, the 1st and most 
powerful solution able to scan stone slabs 
automatically from the line of production. 

The high reliability and color match with 
reality have made the Mapascan the 
standard for high-quality scanners for slabs.

In 2020 a totally new product development 
was started, and now we can announce that 
Mapaproject is going to be a revolution in the 
way of creating, designing and living with 
marble. Created for the stone market, Mapa-
project is a software application of 2D 
rendering that helps to transform marble into 
a work of design, easily and quickly as never 
before.

Stand No. Rashid F194

Via Acquale, 2/A
54100- MASSA (Massa Carrara)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585 026876

info@mapastone.com | www.mapastone.com

Scanner for slabs (machinery) 
and 2D CAD software for surface design

Alessandro Mauri

alessandro.mauri@mapastone.com 
Tel: +39 320 0769982

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mapastone-srl-192964125/

@mapastone Mapastone Srl 
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MARMOELETTROMECCANICA SRL

"Step into the realm of precision and craftsman-
ship with Marmoelettromeccanica. As a trailblaz-
er in the stone industry, we are your ultimate 
destination for stone processing solutions. 

From the distinguished Linea 60, a symbol of 
profiling excellence, to the cutting-edge EHS 
technology that redefines standards, we bring 
innovation to life. 

Our router bits, designed exclusively for manual 
routers, exemplify meticulous engineering. 

Explore the versatile options of Frangistone and 
Razorstone, and delve into our Internal Water 
line, specially crafted for manual routers with 
internal water feed. Join us at this event to experi-
ence the future of stone processing with Marmo-
elettromeccanica."

Stand No. Rashid F200

Via Aastico, 40
36030- FARA VICENTINO (Vicenza)
ITALY
Tel: 04457144139

info@boartitaly.com | www.boartandwire.com

 Stone Production
Diamond Tools and Machines

MONIA FARINA

monia.farina@boartitaly.com 
Tel: 04451744139

www.linkedin.com/company/marmoelettromeccanicasrl/

@marmoelettromeccanicasrl Marmoelettromeccanica 
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MARMO MECCANICA SPA

Since their foundation as a small granite shop 
with a mechanical division in 1973, Marmo 
Meccanica have designed and manufactured 
linear edge polishers and bridge saws for marble, 
granite, natural and synthetic stone, and ceramic 
materials. 

The specialization in these two segments of 
machinery and the customization-oriented philos-
ophy guarantee technologically advanced 
machines, constantly updated and tailored to the 
customer’s needs.

Marmo Meccanica’s goal is to give customers 
tools that create value for their business, that are 
profitable, reliable, long-lasting, easy to use and 
maintain. This is why they have always pursued 
the idea of smart and anti-complication techno-
logical solutions. Because simplicity is the basis 
of efficiency.

Stand No.Rashid E190

Via Sant'ubaldo, 20
60030- MONSANO (Ancona)
ITALY
Tel: +39 073160999

info@marmomeccanica.com | www.marmomeccanica.com

 Stone Production
Diamond Tools and Machines

Andrea Ronconi - Sales Area Manager
sales2@marmomeccanica.com 
Tel: +39 345 214 7004
Alberto Amagliani - Marketing Manager
a.amagliani@marmomeccanica.com
Tel: +39 342 780 5143

https://www.linkedin.com/company/marmomeccanica/

Marmo Meccanica SPA @marmomeccanica Marmo Meccanica
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O.C.E.M. SRL

OCEM designs, manufactures and installs its 
very famous hydraulic hermetic presses as well 
as customized complete “turn-key” plants for the 
production of:

Double layer concrete  agglomerated tiles  and 
slabs for indoor and outdoor uses, up to size 
1000x1000 mm

Single layer terrazzo tiles  and slabs for indoor 
and outdoor uses, up to size 1000x1000 mm or 
1600x600 for stairs and tops

Production capacities up to 2000+ m2 / 8 hours.
OCEM designs, manufactures and installs also 
complete finishing lines for tiles and slabs as well 
as for so called VAP – Value Added Products - 
lines for pavers, cement blocks and kerbstones 
including calibrating, grinding, polishing, brush-
ing, shotblasting, coating, etc.

Stand No. Rashid B204

Via Gran Bretagna, 107
50126- FIRENZE (Firenze)
ITALY
Tel: +39 055 680753

sales@ocemflorence.com | www.ocemflorence.com

MACCHINE LAVORAZIONE MARMO 
– machines for marble aggregates

Marco Giaconi

sales@ocemflorence.com 
Tel: +39 055 680753

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ocem-srl/

@ocemflorence
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OMAG SPA

OMAG SPA, founded in 1979 by Angelo Albani has 
reached its second generation continuing with the 
development of an international company combining 
the past, present and future. Omag Spa is one of the 
industry leaders in the production of machine tools for 
processing marble, natural stone, quartzites, glass and 
ceramics. 

The recognized leadership in the sector is a position of 
merit due to a company concept that OMAG has set 
itself since the beginning of its industrial path. The 
level of specialization and experience achieved allow it 
to achieve projects beyond production standards to 
meet the personalized needs of its customers.

OMAG does not limit itself designing and building its 
own machine tools, but has concentrated satellite 
companies in its production area to cover competences 
in synergy with each other for global quality control.The 
seriousness, professionalism and support of compe-
tent and punctual after-sales assistance is a strong 
point for OMAG, an assurance for the customer

Stand No. Rashid A208

Via Stezzano, 31
24050- ZANICA (Bergamo)
ITALY
Tel: 035670070

info@omagspa.it | www.omagspa.it

Cnc machines

Michela Innocenti
Customer Care

michela@omagspa.it
Tel: 035670070

https://www.linkedin.com/company/68671531/admin/

@omagspa OMAG Spa
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OMAR CRANE SRL

Manufacturer of mobile cranes for loading and unload-
ing marble and granite bundles into/from box cotainers 
and blocks handling.

Stand No. Rashid C196

Via Del Ferro, 5
54033- Carrara
ITALY
Tel: 035670070

omarcrane@hotmail.com | http://www.omarcrane.it

Lifting Equipment

DEL GROSSO RICCARDO
Sales Director

omargru@hotmail.com 
Tel: 0585857455

Omar crane 
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PEDRINI SPA AD UNICO SOCIO

With almost 60 years of experience in the stone 
field, Pedrini is an international leader in the 
manufacturing of machines for the processing of 
natural stone, designing and supplying complete 
plants. 

The experience achieved through the continuous 
investments in technology, research and human 
resources have enabled Pedrini to be a valid 
reference point on the worldwide market. Pedrini 
has launched on the market many patented 
innovations such as the multiwire machine 
Jupiter for the industrial thin cutting, the new 
planetary calibrating machine Spectra, the new 
slabs polishing machine Galaxy and the Resin-
line with microwave technology. 

Moreover, Pedrini After-Sales department 
assures a great service, creating a real partner-
ship with customers.

Stand No. Rashid C190

Via Delle Fusine, 1
24060- CAROBBIO DEGLI ANGELI (Bergamo)
ITALY
Tel: 0354259111

marketing@pedrini.it | www.pedrini.it

Plants and machinery for 
natural stone processing

Roberto Collenz
Tel: 0354259111

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pedrini-s-p-a-ad-unico-socio1/

@pedrini_stoneprocessing
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PELLEGRINI MECCANICA SPA

Since 1951, Pellegrini Meccanica designs, 
builds and commercializes technologically 
advanced machines for each phase of 
natural stone processing cycle. 

Our long tradition combined with the unique 
skills of our team have made Pellegrini a 
world-class brand known as “The Stone 
Master”. 

Our offer range is technologically advanced 
and extremely wide: it comprises machines 
for quarry, diamond wire cutting and profil-
ing, as well as lifting and handling machines, 
full service lines for slab surface processing 
and machines for the processing and 
treatment of stone and cement.

Stand No. Rashid E193

Viale Delle Nazioni, 8
37135 - VERONA (Verona)
ITALY
Tel: +39 3406940402

info@pellegrini.net | www.pellegrini.net

Machinery for quarry exploitation, 
stone cutting, slabs finishing and lifting 

Elena Pellegrini
elena.pellegrini@pellegrini.net 
Tel: 0458203666

Nicola De Cesare
nicola.decesare@pellegrini.net
Tel: 0458203666

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pellegrini-meccanica-s-p-a/@pellegrini_thestonemaster @PellegriniMeccanica
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SIMEC SPA SOCIETÀ UNIPERSONALE

SIMEC is in the natural stone processing, ceram-
ic and composite stone sectors, manufacturing 
complete machinery and plants which are appre-
ciated all over the world for their quality, for more 
than fifty years. 

With 28000 square metres of covered production 
areas, SIMEC can boast an added value of very 
high level guaranteed by exclusive use of its 
specialized staff in designing, constructing and 
assistance of the entire range of products. 

Designing machines which are competitive in 
performance without disregarding the reliability of 
each single detail is the industrial philosophy that 
SIMEC applies in realizing all its products, from 
large plants to economical machines, achieving 
quality which has become by now a real reference 
point for the market

Stand No. Rashid B197

Via Eenrico Fermi, 4
31030- Castello Di Godego (Treviso)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 7351

info@simec.it | www.simec.it

Machinery and plants for 
natural stone processing 

Michela Bragagnolo

michela.bragagnolo@simec.it
Tel: +39 0423 7351

https://www.linkedin.com/company/simec-spa/@simecspa
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SPECIALINSERT SRL

Specialinsert® Keep-Nut® is ideal for the 
production of wall coverings, ventilated 
facades and countertops. It is made of stain-
less steel and it creates a threaded seat in all 
stony materials, simply applied by pressure 
into a standard cylindrical hole. It is ETA 
certified and ASTM tested.
 
Specialinsert® is an Italian industrial compa-
ny specialized in designing, production and 
sale of fastening systems, which includes 
both catalog and special inserts for 
laminates, solid parts, plastics and compos-
ites. A company strongly oriented to R&D 
and product innovation: successfully pursued 
since 1974, together with a thoughtful export 
strategy in more than 80 countries.

Stand No. Rashid C203

Via Monfalcone, 144
10136- TORINO (Torino)
ITALY
Tel: 011 700301

export@specialinsert.it | http://www.specialinsert.it

METALMECCANICA PRODUZIONE SISTEMI 
DI FISSAGGIO MECCANICO/FASTENER

Giovanni Spandre
International Sales Manager

giovanni.spandre@specialinsert.it 
Tel: +39 366 6562294

https://www.linkedin.com/company/specialinsert-s-r-l-/@specialinsertfasteners Specialinsert Srl
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STEINEX SRL

Since 1976 Steinex is an international leader in the design, 
construction and distribution of natural stone and concrete 
splitting machines. 

We are driven by values such as the continuous innovation of 
production technology increasing our customers competitive-
ness, the creation of tailor-made solutions to meet specific 
needs, maintaining strong after sale contact and support, a 
global presence with local assistance in the customer’s own 
language.

The machinery manufactured by Steinex covers a wide range 
of applications and brands. Some of these include:

• Igloo: machinery for the production of wall stones and 
dimensional stone
• Sherpa: complete range of conveyors for transporting and 
managing stone 
• Menhir: Range of machinery for splitting large blocks and 
slabs
• Wind Star: automatic lines for splitting sawn material
• Broadway: specialist machinery for the production of tiles. 
• Machinery for sorting and selecting stone 
• Tools

Stand No. Rashid A214

Loc Sille 24 E, 26
38045- CIVEZZANO (Trento)
ITALY
Tel: 0461710500

info@steinex.com | www.steinex.com

Stone splitting machines 
and tools

Giovanni Sergio Scalia
Sales Manager

giovanni.scalia@steinex.com 
Tel: +390461710500 - +393482405363

https://www.linkedin.com/company/steinex/@steinex_srl Steinex Srl 
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STONE CARE EUROPE

Stone Care Europe is an Italian company 
established with a commitment to preserving 
and enhancing the beauty of natural stone 
surfaces.

We offer a comprehensive range of products 
and provide professional solutions for the 
maintenance, cleaning and protection of 
various types of natural stone, including 
marble, granite, limestone and travertine, 
ensuring that surfaces remain pristine and 
durable over time.

From the analysis of the problem to its 
solution: our team analyzes the issue with 
your stones, assessing the best solution to 
restore their shine and extend their lifespan.

Stand No. Rashid A205

Via Lazzaro Spallanzani, 8
24061- ALBANO SANT'ALESSANDRO (Bergamo)
ITALY
Tel: 035581270

info@stone-care-europe.com | www.stone-care-europe.com

Stone 
Products

Franco Halasz

franco.halasz@stone-care-europe.com
Tel: 3299193584

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ciberstonecare/@ciber_stonecare @ciberstonecare
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SUPER SELVA SRL

At Super Selva srl we produce many different 
abrasives for processing natural and synthet-
ic stones. 

Our mission is to constantly provide our 
partner/customers with the latest innovative 
products, that enhance the beauty of stone 
through new performing technologies and 
environmentally sustainable.

Stand No. Rashid D203

Via Trento, 24
37030- SELVA DI PROGNO (Verona)
ITALY
Tel: 045 787122

info@superselva.it | www.superselva.it

PRODUCTION ABRASIVES 
FOR STONES

Cappelletti Edoardo

edoardo@superselva.it
Tel: +39 0457847122

https://www.linkedin.com/company/superselva-s-r-l/

@super_selva_srl_official @superselva6647
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TENAX SPA

Tenax was established in 1956 in the province of Verona from 
a small company producing mastic for the local and 
International market, and has developed over the years to 
become worldwide leader in production and trade of products 
designed for manufacturing and processing of natural stone. 
Now it has offices in Italy, Brazil, Usa, Spain, India, Turkey 
and China and, thanks to heavy investment in R&D and in 
modern laboratories, Tenax is now able to offer a range of 
products for natural stone, ceramic, quartz sectors.

The wide range includes: abrasives, gauges, dyes, mastics, 
colourless transparent resins, reinforcing nets, high adhesion 
systems, brushes and surface treatments. 

The strengths that have allowed this development are:

• Experimentation and continuous research thanks to 
laboratories equipped with the most modern instruments 
which make it possible to create forefront products.

• The adoption of stringent quality control systems and 
excellent production standards.

• A commercial network based on customer assistance by 
means a widespread global network of technical personnel.

Stand No. Rashid C192

Via i Maggio, 226
37020- DOLCE' (Verona)
ITALY
Tel: 045 6860222

tenax@tenax.it | www.tenax.it

Stone chemicals 
and technologies

Cristian Scasserle

scasserle.c@tenax.it 
Tel: 0456860222

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tenaxgroup/@Tenaxgroup @Tenaxgroup
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TESIMAS SRL

Tesimag is an italian company that from 40 
years designs and manufactures Waste 
water treatment plant, filter press, pumps, 
basket filters, hydraulic turbines for indus-
tries.

Tesimag exports its products in the world 
through a sales and technical network of 
collaborator guarantee an excellent post 
sales and service to its customers.

Stand No. Rashid C202

Via Murlungo, 4/A
54033- CARRARA (Massa Carrara)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0585040091

sales@tesimag.com | http://www.tesimag.com

IMPIANTI 
DEPURAZIONE ACQUE

Claudia Vannucci

sales@tesimag.com 
Tel: 0585040091

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tesimag-s-r-l/@tesimag_official
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U.SA.DI. 2 SRL

The company was founded in 1987 as a producer 
of diamond tools for all applications and in partic-
ular for the stone and construction sectors. 

Top-level technologies, research and use of the 
best materials: on this basis the Company 
designs and manufactures its products, with a 
continuous desire for qualitative and technologi-
cal improvement. The style, based on the solid 
foundations of research, quality and commercial 
strategies have made Usadi2 a winning compa-
ny. 

Today the company covers an area of 2200 
square meters, employs a dynamic and competi-
tive staff and ensures adequate production 
solutions and constant assistance aimed at 
optimizing products for costs and returns. When 
the value of the material must be exalted, Usadi2 
is present.

Stand No. Rashid B195

Viale Monastir Km, 10
09028- SESTU (Cagliari)
ITALY
Tel: 070 22166

commerciale@usadi2.com | www.usadi2.com

Stone products 
– Building products

Carmine Scalas
carminescalas@gmail.com 
Tel: 348 65 50 092 

Federico Portas
tech.dpt@usadi2.com 
Tel: 340 365 37 32

@usadi2 @Usadi2
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WATERJET CORPORATION SRL

Waterjet Corporation was set up in Italy in 1991 
and operates as a manufacturer of NC machine 
tools for high-pressure waterjet cutting of stone, 
glass, steel and other materials. 

The intense search for new technological 
solutions led to the new hydro-finishing system 
called Hydrofinish: an eco-friendly technology 
able to decorate the surface of different materials 
(floorings, claddings, objects and furnishing) with 
just a high-pressure water jet without using any 
abrasive. 

The degree of erosion produces various finishing 
effects on the surface and together with the 
chromatic variety of each material preserved 
during the process, this results in decorative 
effects that cannot be reproduced with other 
technologies. Our solutions stand out for cutting 
accuracy, reliability and strong customization.

Stand No. Rashid A201

Via G. B. Stucchi, 66/23
20900- MONZA (Monza e Brianza)
ITALY
Tel: 039204971

waterjet@waterjet.it | www.waterjetcorp.com/

284900 Fabbricazione di 
altre macchine utensili

Massimo Russo

marketing@waterjet.it 
Tel: (+39) 039 204971

https://www.linkedin.com/company/waterjet-corporation/

@waterjetcorporation Waterjetcorp @WaterjetCorp
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DUBAI OFFICE
Dubai Internet City, Sheikh Zayed Road
ARENCO Tower 5th Floor, Office #506 & 508
Tel.: +971 4 434 5280
Email: dubai@ice.it

ITA - Dubai Office

Italian Trade Agency

@ITADubai

@ITADubai

Rome Headquarters
Ufficio Beni di Consumo - Settore 
Costruzioni
Via Liszt, 21
Email:  costruzioni@ice.it
00144 Roma
Tel: +39  06 5992 6104
urp@ice.it


